PROFESSIONAL GROWTH BOOKS 2018-19
The North American Division of Education is happy to bring you the annual listing of the
Professional Growth Books. Some of these books are written by non-Adventist authors and,
therefore, may not fully reflect Seventh-day-Adventist philosophy. However, we believe there is
value in these books which have been selected to inspire, bring insight, and challenge your
thinking.
To secure a Professional Growth Certificate for the 2018-2019 school year, you should read the
five issues of the Journal of Adventist Education, at least one book from Group B, and at least
four additional books from two or more other headings. Some books may have been listed under
two headings and will count for either group. One book of your choice, which could be classified
under any of these headings, may be substituted for a book on this list.

GROUP A – READER’S CHOICE

A Great Song, Ursula Weigert, Pacific Press Publishing Association, 2017, 253 pages.
Soft-cover

List Price $17.95

Amazon $17.95

Herbert Blomstedt (1927- ) shares the amazing story of his life as a classical
musician (pianist, organist, violinist, and conductor). As you read about how he
developed musically from childhood to adulthood—musical mom, taking
lessons and later giving lessons, education and career—you also see the path of
a devout Adventist Christian and the important role spirituality has always
played in his life. It is clear Mr. Blomstedt has included among his top priorities,
his music and his God.
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They Called Him Rabbi: A Biography of Calvin E. Moseley, Jr., Mervyn A. Warren, Pacific Press
Publishing Association, 2017, 123 pages.
Soft-cover

List Price $13.99

Amazon $ --

Mervyn A. Warren wrote this biography of his father-in-law, Calvin E. Moseley,
Jr. In his lifetime Elder Calvin Moseley, served as Chairman of the Religion
Department at Oakwood College (now Oakwood University) and at the General
Conference of Seventh-day Adventists as Assistant Director of the Regional
Department. Read this book to find out why Elder Moseley is regarded as “the
Father of Preachers,” and is considered as a pillar of the Seventh-day Adventist
church.

GROUP B – DEVOTIONAL AND SPIRITUAL GROWTH

Boot Camp for the Last Days: Living All Out for Jesus in the Judgement Hour of Earth’s History,
Randy Maxwell, Pacific Press Publishing Association, 2016, 96 pages.
Soft-cover

List Price $13.99

Amazon $3.99

“Boot camp is getting serious about anything you take seriously.” The author
stresses this point effectively by reminding us about the need for basic training
for worship, healthy lifestyles, and the transformation of our character. He
advises us to let Jesus rise in our lives while we “get ready for the wedding and
serious about the war.”
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GROUP C – SDA CHURCH HISTORY

S.N. Haskell: Adventist Pioneer, Evangelist, Missionary and Editor, Gerald Wheeler, Pacific Press
Publishing Association, 2016, 383 pages.
Hard-cover

List Price $29.99

Amazon $29.99

The author chronicles some seventy years of the life and ministry of Haskell, a
primary pioneer of the Seventh-day Adventist church, from the age of seventeen.
Haskell had no formal education, grew up poor and, he was regarded as a “selfmade man.” He accepted the Sabbath and became a significant lay leader. He
wrote articles for the Adventist Review and eventually crossed paths with Ellen
White. They became close friends, and she regarded him highly because he was
a fellow pioneer. His goal throughout his life was to advance the development
and growth of Adventism, and he continued his faithful ministry until his death at
the age of ninety.

GROUP D – BACKGROUND FOR TEACHING

Building Equity: Policies and Practices to Empower All Learners, Dominique Smith, Nancy Frey,
Ian Pumpian, and Douglas Fisher, Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, 2017,
215 pages.
Soft-cover

List Price $23.16

Amazon $23.45

The authors present the five standards of the Building Equity Taxonomy. The
steps include topics around diversity, inclusiveness, relationships between the
school and community, addressing the needs of the whole child, and best
practices for teaching and learning. The focus for all students is to lead them to
develop skills to become engaged and inspired learners, and then empower them
to use these skills. Regardless of race, culture, language or family income, every
student deserves the opportunity to succeed.
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How to Differentiate Instruction in Academically Diverse Classrooms, Carol Ann Tomlinson,
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, 2017, 184 pages.
Soft-cover

List Price $28.95

Amazon $28.95

This book brings into focus the increased variety of learners that populate
classrooms on a regular basis in many of today’s educational systems. The
statuses of these students can range from poverty to affluent, entitled to
hopeless, socially adept to socially inept, and academically prepared to
academically challenged. Speaking and understanding a variety of languages,
these students may also represent a wide array of cultures. The author sets out
to provide a source of guidance for teachers needing to create learning
environments that address the what, why, and how of differentiated instruction
in an academically diverse classroom.

Visible Learning for Teachers: Maximizing Impact on Learning, John Hattie, Routledge, 2012,
286 pages.
Soft cover

List Price $46.95

Amazon $32.97

Would you like an answer to the question: “How do I maximize student
achievement?” Over the last 15 plus years, John Hattie has compiled evidencebased research to determine what strategies and teaching practices actually
work in schools to improve learning. His book, Visible Learning, shares the
results of his meta-analyses (800 plus research articles). Now, he brings these
concepts to teachers and gives insight on how to apply these ideas to classroom
situations.
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GROUP E – TEACHERS’ PERSONAL GROWTH

Even on Your Worst Day You Can Be a Student’s Best Hope, Manny Scott, Association for
Supervision and Curriculum Development, 2017, 125 pages.
Soft-cover

List Price $23.95

Amazon $23.95

Lead your students to water, make them thirsty for knowledge, and they will
drink. If your desire is to make a difference in a life, then this book is a “must
read.” It starts with preparing your mind, body and heart, and nurturing right
habits within yourself. Next, develop relationships by being open and accepting.
Understanding your students and creating an environment of trust goes a long
way towards closing gaps in what you see in a student and what they see in
themselves. Help them make better choices for developing life habits, thereby
improving their quality of life. Believe in them until they too believe.

GROUP F – TEACHING AND LEARNING

The ABCs of Educational Testing: Demystifying the Tools That Shape Our Schools, by W.
James Popham, Corwin: A Sage Publishing Company, 2017, 140 pages.
Soft cover

List Price $27.95

Amazon $26.55

This book gives solid information about the basics of educational testing. Misuse
and misunderstanding of these concepts leads to poor decision-making. The
author shares knowledge on why you give tests, how you construct tests, and the
importance of validity and reliability. With proper formative assessment,
students and teachers have knowledge and understanding, enabling both groups
to adjust teaching and learning styles for optimum results.
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Active Learning Through Formative Assessment, Shirley Clarke, Hodder Education, 2008, 172
pages.
Soft-cover

List Price €30 Amazon $62.50

Shirley Clarke provides follow-up to a previously authored book, “Formative
Assessment in Action.” After discussing summative assessment and long,
medium, and short-term assessment, she presents learning strategies that help
to support the assessment process: Determining pupil ability and learning
potential, developing the ideal learning culture, maximizing pupil opportunities
to think, discuss and question, determining learning objectives, recognizing
excellence, and enabling constant review and improvement.
Bold Moves for Schools: How We Create Remarkable Learning Environments, Heidi Hayes
Jacobs and Marie Hubley Alcock, Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, 2017,
208 pages.
Soft-cover

List Price $31.95

Amazon $31.95

Schools should take steps to challenge existing systems that do not function to
achieve the futuristic goals and societal demands of the 21st century. The authors
of this book offer a vision to create learning environments that meet current
societal demands, engaging learners and producing graduates who are prepared
to succeed in a futuristic world. Aspects of these new learning environments
include transitioning from “Old School” to the contemporary learning
environment and defining bold commitments that educators and policymakers
can implement to make this happen.
Cultivating Curiosity in K-12 Classrooms: How to Promote and Sustain Deep Learning, Wendy
L. Ostroff, Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, 2016, 179 pages.
Soft-cover

List Price $25.95

Amazon $8.97

Creating a curiosity classroom is a shared endeavor between the teacher and the
student. The benefits include development of enhanced cognitive skills and
creating an atmosphere where deep learning may occur. The author shares many
techniques for creating a classroom for exploration, experimentation, adventure,
and discovery. When you activate and foster these skills, a student may maintain
them throughout their lifetime.
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Embedded Formative Assessment, Dylan Wiliam, Solution Tree Press, 2018, 225 pages.
Soft-cover

List Price $34.95

Amazon $25.95

This book’s primary focus is to assist teachers and administrators in all
educational institutions by providing information on how to influence student
achievement in a positive manner. It follows a previous edition in which the
primary focus was on K-12 educational systems. The authors have updated the
research studies, particularly those related to the changing nature of the working
environment, and new evidence continues to indicate that most current methods
will not actually help to improve schools significantly. There should be more
emphasis on understanding and valuing educational achievement, focusing on
learning intentions and activating learners.
Measuring What We Do In Schools: How to Know If What We Are Doing Is Making a
Difference, Victoria L. Bernhardt, Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development,
2017, 152 pages.
Soft cover

List Price $28.95

Amazon $28.93

To determine if your school is a true learning organization, the author gives
instructions on best practices for the most effective evaluation of your entire
school. You must evaluate all programs, processes and systems. Do all parts fit,
and are they working together properly? Are you achieving desired goals at all
stages? After answering these questions, you must implement change thereby
creating the best learning environment for all students.

Solutions for Digital Learner-Centered Classrooms: Implementing Project-Based Learning,
Suzie Boss, Solution Tree Press, 2015, 67 pages.
Soft-cover

List Price $24.75

Amazon $13.52

Every well-designed project includes four phases: project launch, knowledge
building, product development and critique, and the final presentation. Skills
used along the way include critical thinking, problem solving, and collaboration
with peers and content experts. Review sample projects in various areas,
including storytelling, media, and data literacy and business. Find out how to
get a project started and problems that may arise.
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The Quest for Learning: How to Maximize Student Engagement, Marie Alcock, Michael Fisher,
and Allison Zmuda, Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, 2018, 148 pages.
Soft-cover

List Price $29.95

Amazon $22.61

Questing is a project-based instructional framework that engages students
through their design choices of questing, gaming, and networking. As you read,
you will gain an understanding of creating quests customized for each student
and then guiding them through the quest process. Questing allows students to
own their learning experience while they develop critical thinking, collaboration,
and problem-solving skills that are so important in this 21st century.

Teaching in the Fast Lane: How to Create Active Learning Experiences, Suzy Pepper Rollins,
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development , 2017, 127 pages
Soft-cover

List Price $19.96

Amazon $19.53

Teaching in the fast lane begins with active student learning: more student
participation and less teacher talking. Components of active student learning
include lesson plans designed to include activities that are hands-on and
motivational and that promote autonomy. Allowing your students to move, talk,
explore, and discover will propel them toward the fast lane of learning.
What Makes a World-Class School and How We Can Get There, James H. Stronge, Association
for Supervision and Curriculum Development, 2017, 144 pages.
Soft-cover

List Price $22.36

Amazon $27.93

Gain an understanding of what it means to be a world-class school. By evaluating
the United States’ system—the good and bad (direct and indirect), determine
how it ranks when compared with the highest systems in the world. Review the
specific features of a world-class education, and through careful analysis,
determine effective strategies that are already being implemented, and make
changes for additional growth and development.
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GROUP G – UNDERSTANDING STUDENTS

Education to Better Their World: Unleashing the Power of 21st-Century Kids, Marc Prensky,
Teachers College Press, 2016, 134 pages.
Soft-cover

List Price $17.95

Amazon $17.95

Based on how the future looks and how the future student looks, the current
educational model needs to change. The author discusses changes that need to
occur in areas that include teaching and curriculum. He then shares the benefits
of change, the various challenges that will arise with change, as well as what a
new model would include and when it would occur.

The Other Side of the Report Card: Assessing Students’ Social, Emotional, and Character
Development, Maurice J. Elias, Joseph J. Ferrito, Dominic C. Moceri, Corwin: A Sage Publishing
Company, 2016, 88 pages.
Soft-cover

List Price $34.95

Amazon $33.20

Issues related to character, motivation, and personality development and
appropriate use of these behaviors are essential for best student learning
practices. This book covers the subject of social and emotional learning
providing information on current research practices, case studies, and
literature reviews. After reading about specific social-emotional skills, self and
social awareness, self-management, relationship skills, and responsible
decision-making, you will see that academic success and positive citizen
preparation go hand-in-hand.
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Social Media Wellness: Helping Tweens and Teens Thrive in an Unbalanced Digital World, Ana
Homayoun, Corwin: A Sage Publishing Company, 2018, 219 pages.
Soft-cover

List Price $25.95

Amazon $20.76

Snapchat, Instagram, Facebook, Twitter—find out just how much of an impact
social media has on students and how they communicate. After gaining an
understanding of how social media can affect the emotional, social, academic
and physical health of your student, learn how to discuss these topics with your
students, and help them to develop and maintain healthy habits regarding these
issues.

GROUP H – ISSUES

Learning Transformed: 8 Keys to Designing Tomorrow’s Schools, Today, Eric C. Sheninger and
Thomas C. Murray, Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, 2017, 263 pages.
Soft-cover

List Price $31.95

Amazon $31.95

Designed to prepare students for the outdated industrial model of the past, the
current American educational system is in crisis. Forward thinking towards
tomorrow’s schools should be employed, today, and the educational system
should be “intentionally designed” and transformed to prepare students for
“their” future. The authors present the following eight (8) keys that are critical to
this transformation: An Innovation Culture, Redesign of the Learning Experience,
Return on Instruction (ROI), Learner-Centered Spaces, Personal Professional
Learning, Leveraging Current Technology, Community Collaboration and
Engagement, and finally, Leadership for Change.
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The Power of Unstoppable Momentum: Key Drivers to Revolutionize Your District, Michael
Fullan and Mark A. Edwards, Solution Tree Press, 2017, 99 pages.
Soft-cover

List Price $24.95

Amazon $21.20

Traditional school has become outdated and while change may occur in certain
schools within a district, there is a need for whole system change. This book
presents a process of how best to implement system change as based on their
research findings from several school district change success experiences. They
explain the importance of social capital—the quality of the group; human
capital—the quality of the individual teachers; and decisional capital–the quality
of the decision-makers.
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ORDERING BOOKS 2018-19

All books should be ordered directly from the publisher or the Adventist Book Center, not from
the North American Division Office of Education. Prices also have been given, when available,
for purchasing books from Amazon.com. Unlike list prices, those for Amazon.com are subject
to change.
Association for Supervision and Curriculum
Development
1703 N. Beauregard St.
Alexandria, VA 22311-1714
800-933-2723
www.ascd.org

Pacific Press Publishing Association
1350 North Kings Road
Nampa, ID 83687
208-465-2500
pacificpress.com

Corwin Press
A Sage Publishing Company
2455 Teller Road
Thousand Oaks, CA 91320
800-233-9936
www.corwin.com

Routledge
711 3rd Avenue
New York, NY 10017
212-216-7800
www.routledge.com/eyeoneducation

Hodder Education
Hodder & Stoughton Ltd.
Carmelite House
50 Victoria Embankment
London
EC4Y 0DZ
+44 (0)20 3122 6777
www.hoddereducation.co.uk

Solution Tree Press
555 North Morton Street
Bloomington, IN 47404
812-336-7700
www.solution-tree.com
Teachers College Press
1234 Amsterdam Avenue
New York, NY 10027
800-575-6566
www.tcpress.com
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